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Box
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CHAN> Kworig Wing Raymond
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M^1,nH *nd System for slivering Media Selection* through a Network

frield of the Invention

This invention relates to networked multimedia delivery system. More

particularly, this invention relates to a media delivery system for delivering media

selection to a plurality ofmedia client over a hybrid multicast/unicast network.

Background ofthe Invention

Iti a true Video-on-Demand (VOD) system, users are allowed to view any video

programs at any time and perform any VCR-like interactive functions, such as fast

forward/fast rewind, jump forward/jump rewind, slow motion and pause. It can be easily

achieved by dedicating a channel to each user. However, this method is very expensive,

15 inefficient and not scalable. Thus, multicast delivery is regarded as one of the solutions to

reduce the cost and increase the scalabUity of a large-scale VOD System. A multicast

Stream can be shared by a large number of users. Unfortunately, it is difficult to

implement interactive functions for multicast streams. It is a challenging and hot topic in

recent years as to find out how to Satisfy one user's interactive requests without affecting

20 other users in the same multicast group.

Many researches have tried to solve this problem. One of the studies is to provide

limited VCR functions based on the buffer size of the set-top box. Interactive functions

such as fast forward can only be performed by using the frames already Stored in the

buffer Thus, a large amount of buffer is needed in order to get better VCR functions.

1 StMcifioitlod

IP\TOMA\ .. V002Dl528.doc
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Furthermore, this technique cannot serve certain interactive functions such as jump

forward/backward which involve a change in the buffer content. In anotbet Study, it is

proposed that user interactions can be handled by creating a unicast stream. This new

Stream may be held on till the end of the video. It means that all the users may eventually

5 hold an individual stream rather than share the same ttbltiodst stream. Thus, the

scalability is reduoed or many interactive requests may be blocked. Such problems limit

the usefulness of such systems, particularly in the case when such systems ate

implemented in metropolitan areas having millions of users.

10 Therefore, it is an object of this invention to resolve at least some ofthe problems

at set forth in the prior aft. As a minimum, it is an object of this invention to provide the

public with a useful choice.

15

gntntnarv of ttife invention

Accordingly, this invention provides a method for delivering media to a plurality

of media client having a buffer for caching media of a selected media Stream within one

Stream interval and processing capability fot playing the media in a multicast media

stream through a network, mcluding the steps of:

20 . generating plurality of multicast media streams, wherein each multicast

media stream is repeated at regular stream intervals;

joining the media client to a selected multicast media stream in response to

a selection request from the media client;

caching the buffer of the media client continuously with unplayed media in

25 the selected multicast media stream; and

2 Specification

ff\TOMA\ .. \0020i52S.do6
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caching the selected multicast media Streams in at least one interactive

Server,

such that

interactive requests including any one or more of pause, slow motion, fist

forward, rewind, jump forward, and jump backward, and/or errors in

playing the media in the media client are handled by the interactive server;

the media client is split from the selected multimedia media stfeam when

an interactive request is submitted by the media client lasting foi an

interactive time;

the media client is merged to the selected multicast media stream after the

interactive request is performed by comparing multiples of the' stream

intervals with the interactive time,

It is another aspect of this invention to provide a system for delivering media

15 selection to a plurality of media clients having a buffer for caching media of a Selected

media stream within one stream interval and processing capability for playing the media

in a multicast media stream through a network, including

at least one media server for generating a plurality of multicast media

streams, wherein each multicast media stream is repeated at regular stream

20 intervals, and the media client is joined to a selected multicast media

stream in response to a selection request from the media client

at least one interactive server for caching the selected multicast media

stream

such that

3 Specification

IP\TOMA\ .. \D020i528.doc
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interactive requests including any one or more of pause, Slow motion, fast

forward, rewind, jump forward, and jump backward, and/ot errors in

i

playing the media in the media client are bandied by the interactive server; :

the media client is split from the selected multimedia media stream when

5 an interactive request is submitted by the media client lasting for an

I

interactive time;

the media client is merged to the selected multicast media stream after the
t

interactive request is performed by comparing multiples of the stream
]

intervals with the intetactive time. !

i

10

kriof description of the drawings

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be explained by way of

example and with reference to the accompany drawings in which:

15 Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the media delivery Systern of this

invention,

Figure 2 shows the media stream scheduling of a particularly preferred

embodiment of this invention generated by a media Server.

Figure 3 shows how the media client mergers back to the multicast media stream

20 after an interactive operation is performed.

Figure 4 shows the pause operations, and Figure 5 shows the corresponding

change ofthe media client's buffer during a pause operation.

Figure 6 shows the change in the media client's buffer during a slow motion

operation.

IP\TOMA\ .. \0020li28.doe

8f/ST"d £t78'ON

4

(fcl) T£fr0 0T82 2S8+ SNOOtQQ

Stiecifiolitlon

2E:8T PU/OT2TV*VPT
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Figure 7 shows how io determine the suitable multicast media stream after a fast

forward operation.

Figure 8 shows the difference between play-point for fast forward operation and

normal play back operation.

5 Figure 9 shows the difference between play-point for fast rewind operation and

normal play back operation.

Figure 10 shows how to determine the suitable multicast media stream after a

jump forward operation.

L0 ttefetil Description of Prefixed Rmbodiments

This invention is now described by ways of example with reference to the figures

in the following sections. List 1 is a part list so that the reference numerals may be easily

referred to.

15

20

Although the following description refers the media or the media selections to be

delivered is video, it is expressly understood that media in other forms may also be

delivered in the system of this invention instead of video, for example audio, ot their

combination.

1. System Architecture

1.1 Overview

The overall system architecture ofthe media delivery system (10) of this invention

is shown in Fig.l. The system is composed offour main components:

. tfVTOMM .. \00201528,dW

Ob/QT'J CtrQ'nkl

5

rm tpm* c;kinnmrT

Specification
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a) at least olie media server . The media server may be a stand alone Server or

can be a member ofthe Video Server ClusterVSC (12) as shown irl Fig.l;

b) a plurality ofmedia clients (14) being Client Stations CS;

c) a network (16) which may be represented as a Multicast Backbone Network

5 MBN (20) and a plurality ofLocal Distribution Networks LDN (22); and

d) at least one interactive server (18) being the Distributed Interactive Server

(DIS).

Note that the MBN (20) can use any arbitrary topology that supports the multicast

protocol. The ring Structure shown in Fig.l is used for simplicity and should not be

1 0 interpreted that a token-ring network is required for this invention.

i p. virfpn Sstver Cluster VSC (12)

The role of the VSC (12) is to generate the multioast media streams for the entire

system. Each VSC (12) consists of at least one and preferably 5 to 15 media servers. The

1 5 number ofmedia Servers in the cluster may be altered as desired.

preferably, each media server Stores part of the video content in a simple striped

format with parity added for forward error correction, like RAID 5. This allows a Simple

error recovery if the CS (14) missed out one video block out of the parity group. Also,

the entire VSC (12) can still be operational even when some of the media servers are

20 down, achieving some degrees of fault-tolerance, Other known stripping scheme may be

employed in this invention.

The video blocks sent by the VSC (12) are preferably interleaved randomly to

minimize the impact of burst block errors and increase system security. Since blocks are

most likely to drop in a busty manner, by interleaving the packets sent by the VSC (12),

5 Specification
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missing jackets are scattered mote evenly. Hence, the simple parity scheme may be able

to recover most, if not all ofthe missing packets

In addition, block interleaving discourages eavesdroppers to capture the video

blocks for viewing. A pseudo random sequence may be used for generating the random

5 interleaving: the generating key of the sequence is passed to the CS (14) by a public key

enciyption algorithm during channel establishment. As
1

a result, the CS (14) can teorder

the video sequence from the regenerated pseudo random sequence.

To provide interactive functions to the user, the multicast media streams are

repetitively started at fixed regular stream intervals, for example every thirty to sixty

10 Seoohds, at the VSC (14) to serve a plurality of media Streams to the majority of

oustomers not performing any interactive functions. The media stream scheduling of

thirty seconds stream interval is shown in Fig.2.

The Stream interval may be chosen at any desired value basing on the scale and

the performance of the system (10). However, the stream interval is preferably set at

15 around 30 - 60 sec, such that the average Start up time may be around 15-30 Sec, which

is acceptable. Although a large number of multicast media streams are needed, it is

worthwhile to do so as it can provide a better quality of service to users and can reduce

the buffer requirement at the client side for fully interactive functions. Moreover, with

more multicast media streams, the number and the holding time of the umcast streams

20 required for providing interactivity and merging may be reduced.

1 Station CS (14)

Each CS (14) should have a buffer that can hold media contained in the multicast

media streams for up to one Stream interval of video blocks. For Stream interval equals to

25 30 sec and MPEG-2 video (2 to 4 Mb/S), that amounts to -8-1 5 MB. With a simple parity

7 Specification
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for error correction, such as 10 servers with 1 as parity, the buffer required is around 15*

10/9 or 16.7 MB. Therefore 32MB of buffer for each CS appears to be sufficient.

Other than memory requirement, each CS (14) should have a network connection

such that the media streams can by delivered to CS (14). The network connection is

preferably broadband network connection which can allow -1.5 to 2 times of the MPEG-

2 transmission rate. Furthermore, each CS (14) should have enough processing capability

for playing the media in the multicast media Stream. A low-end equipped with Pentium^

206 together with a hardware or software MPEG-2 decoder is found to be satisfactory.

10 1 4 Network (1 61

i A 1 Multicast BackboneNft*wnric MBN f20~)

There is no particular requirement on the underlying network (16), other than that

it Should be capable of supplying enough bandwidth for delivering the multicast media

streams to CS (14). In a real-life application, MBN (20) may ba responsible for handling

1 5 several thousands of multicast Streams ft* distribution to the CS (14) through the LBN

(22).

Preferably, the MBN (20) is connected to the LDN (22) by a high-speed router.

Each router should be capable of rutming the desired multicast routing protocol such as

PIM, MOSPP, DVMRP etc. Ideally* the MBN (20) should be fault-tolerant and can be re-

20 routed to alternate routes when necessary. The current IP overDWDM network proposals

may be used as they seem to provide such a desirable characteristic. In general, the higher

the bandwidth ofthe backbone network, the more media steams it can serve to the users.

1 A r> T™*1 nidtribUti™ M-tauwrlc* LDN (22)

ffYTOMM .. V0020l528.doc
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The LDN (22) carries the multicast media streams down to each CS (14), piunihg

the streams down- the way whenever they are not needed. A simple tree network may be

sufficient for such purpose.

5 1.5. Distributed Interactive Server PIS (181

The DIS (18) are mainly responsible for error recovery and generating unicast

contents in response to interactive requests submitted by CS (14), by caching the

multicast media streams. Althdugh these functions may be performed by VSC (12), they

are preferably performed by DIS (1 8) to reduce overall server and network load.

10 Since each multicast stream provided by VSC can be viewed by virtually

unlimited number of users, while unicast stream for interactive functions is not, a

distributed approach is chosen so that the system is mote scalable.

One of the functions of the DIS (18) is handle errors in playing the media in CS

(14), including transniitting any video blocks that the CS (14) has not received. When the

15 CS (14) failed to reconstruct the missing video block, it sends a request to the DIS for the

missing video block.

As the DIS (18) is distributed and it is closer to the CS (14), the packet delay may

be minimized and this may improve the response time of the interactive functions and the

success rate of retransmission. The multicast stream provides most of the traffic. It was

20 found in related studies that less than 2% of users perform interactive functions at one

time. Therefore, a low-end DIS (18) may be sufficient for the media delivefy System

(10).

2. Servioe Provisioning

9 StrcfctfloetioM
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The architecture ofmedia delivery System (10) may provide three distinct services

Class A, B, and C unified in ofle single framework. !

Class A service is similar to the current cable TV service. Users can watch any

broadcast channels in a non-interactive maimer. To support Class A service, the media

5 delivery system (10) should be capable of supporting hundreds of nott-iirteractive

multicast channels. This is provided (as also offered in many other architectures) by

standard IP multicast channels over the broadband infrastructure. The key issue to be

resolved is the handling of error retransmission. In this context, Class A service is

provided by the VSC (12) using multicast IP streams and distributed to the CS (14) via

10 the network (16). Error recovery and retransmission may be handled by the DIS (18) at

each LDN to improve error retransmission.

The Class B service aims at supporting limited media (say hundreds of hours of

MPBG-2 programs) in a fully interactive manner with high user scalability. This is

provided by the hybrid multicast-unicast Streaming technology of this invention that a

15 modest amount of system resources may be required to support a large number of users.

This service is particularly desirable for metropolitan areas where millions of users may

want to see certain media (such as movie, sports or musical event) without Utile or even

no restriction. In the media delivery system (10) of this invention, several hundred, hours

of video contents (MPEC-2) can be supported cost effectively for interactive multicast

20 distribution currently.

Class B service is the most complicated and will be explained in the sections

below.

The Class C service aims at offering unlimited content to a fixed number of users.

This Service concept is similar to many existing offerings based oh a unique unicast

25 stream for each viewer. The service unfortunately is unscalable in the sense that the

10 Specification
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setvice provisioning cost is fixed per user and is also fairly high at the current technology

level. However, when this service is bundled with the previous two DIHA services, there

may be only a small percentage of the entire viewers requesting for this service, thus the

overall system cost may be reduced drastically.

5 Class C service is handled in the following manner. When a certain CS (14)

requests for a Class C service, a dedicated interactive request is submitted by the CS (14)

asking for a dedicated media, the local DIS (18) will first be checked to see if there

exists a copy ofthe dedicated media stored at the local oache ofDIS (18). If yes, the local

DIS (18) will servioe the request directly by starting a unicast stream. If not, the user

1 0 manager will initiate a request to the VSC (12). The VSC (12) will distribute the content

via a unicast stream to the CS (14) requesting the service, either directly from the VSC

(12) or indirectly to the DIS (18), interactivity is handled by the VSC (12) or the DIS

(18). The cache implemented at the local DIS (18) aims at reducing the number of

requests to the VSC and the backbone bandwidth required according to the usage

1 5 Statistics ofthe media.

3. Interactive Functions

Interactive funotions, including fast forward, fast rewind, jump forward, arid jump

backward, for the CS (14) may be performed with a dedicated unicast stream from the

20 DIS. Such interactive functions are provided in the Class B service.

In general, when the CS (14) requests an interactive function, the CS (14) will first

leave the multicast group it currently belongs to, then request a unicast stream to handle

the interactive functions, When the CS (14) finishes the interactive function, it first uses

the unicast stream for normal playback, but at a higher, say -1.5 to 2X, pump rate. As a

25 result, the CS's (14) buffer will keep filling up and it will be full after one or two time

\ 1 Specification
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slots. At that point the CS (14) will close the unicast stream to rejoin a suitable multicast

steam. Although ihe unioast stream may be left open, this will increases the network

load.

In order to provide a limited amount ofmedia to an unlimited number of users in a

5 fully interactive manner, the batching concept is utilized in this invention, SO that the

users may Share the same video Stream at the same time while interactive functions may

still be performed. This may allow one multicast stream to serve many users and reduce

both the server and network.

Three types Of streams are defined in Class B service: 1) M(i)-stream - which

10 stafids for multicast media Stream for normal play starting at the beginning of the i-th

stream interval; 2) I-stream - which stands for interactive unicast stream opened for the

interactive functions requested by any User; 3) J-stream - which stands fbr merging

unicast stream used by a user to merge back to the M(i)-streatn.

When a user engages in an interactive function, a new unicast Stream may be

15 provided to the user according to what interactive request is raised. Thus an unioast

stream is said to have split from the original multicast stream. The splitting operation is

straightforward as a new unioast stream is provided to handle the requested interaction.

On the other hand, the merge operation is a lot more complicated and is extremely

important as it allows a client on a unicast stream to merge back to the M(i)-stream and

20 release the I-stream after performing the interactive function. A great improvement in the

VOfc interactive feature may be achieved because the merging operation reduces the

number of unicast streams. It in turns allows the same number of streams to serve more

users
1

interactive requests, thus better quality of service and Scalability may be achieved.

The architecture of the media delivery system (10) can ensure that all the clients

25 can merge bade to M(i)-stream provided that the following requirements are met: 1) the

12 StKxHfieation
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CS (14) buffer id large enough to hold all the frames within oiie stream interval (say 30 *

60 sec), 2) the J-stfeam can transmit at a higher rate thati the M(i) Yearns and thetefore

can fill Up the necessary buffer before merging.

As an example, consider a 30-sec MPEG-2 (4.7Mbps) video, the buffet requited is

5 18MB (30*4.7/8). The J-stream is opened as soon as a user has finished all interactive

functions and returns to normal play. The J,stream then transmits frames at a faster fate f.

Since the incoming data tate is faster than the consumption rate r, the buffet will fill up. f

can be chosen with different values according to the network architecture. Metwork with

more bandwidth can support a larger f, which means that the client can metge back to the

1 0 M(i)-Stream in a shorter time.

Assume the buffer is being filled up at a tate of (f-t) Mbps. In the worst case, the

requited time TPm to fill up the buffet is,

buffersize*%

f-r

For an example, if f= 1.5*4.7Mbps, thenT^ = 60seo

.

15 Once the buffer is filled up, the client must be capable of merging back to a M(i)-

stfeam, which is shown in Fig.3. Suppose that after some interactive action and J-stream

transmission the buffer has been filled up at an arbitrary time matk 280sec relative to the

CS (14). The current play-point of the stream is at 90sec so the CS (14) buffet stores the

frames from 90sec to 120sec of the stream, the CS (14) then leaves the J-stteam as no

20 more data can be stored, thus freeing up a J-stream to serve other users.

Since the stream interval between the M(i)-streams is the same as the CS buffet

size, an M(i)-stn*m with the current play^time that is within the CS buffet time mark can

always be found. Since CS will have to continue to play frames beyond what have been

buffered, it can merge back to the appropriate M^streain. By doing so, it can start to

13 Spocifloalioh
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receive frames at 120sec of to M(k)-streaffl (i.e. at time mark 290sec relative to the CS).

At that time, 10 seconds of buffer space in CS can be freed as the frames from 90sec to

lOOsec have already been played. Thus, this client is successfully merged back to the

Shared M(k)-stream.

5 The operations of eaoh interactive function that may be preferred to be performed

in the media delivery system (1 0) of this invention will now be described ill the following

sections.

Play/Stop

10 For nottnal play back, the CS (14) first sends a play request to VSC (14), then

joins the multicast media stream and finally wait for VSC video data. While for Stop, CS

jtist simply tells the VSC and leaves the Selected multicast media stream. During the play

time, the CS buffer is continuously filled by the media in the selected multicast media

stream.

15 To improve the benefit of multicast delivery, the VSC (12) preferably waits for

some time to fill the buffer of the CS (14) before starting a new selected multicast media

stteam when a selection request is raised by the user.

Pause

20
Pause keeps the play-point at its current position. During Pause, the CS buffer

continues to receive data from the M(i>Stream, while no data is consumed. Thus, data

will accumulate at the buffer. If normal-play is resumed before the CS buffer is full, the

CS (14) can continue to receive data from the same M(i)-stream. Only the play-point

25 position in the buffer is changed. If Pause continues until buffer is full, the CS (14) does

nothing after the buffer is filled up. It keeps the frames ifl the buffer for merging. Once

14 Specification
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Resume is activated, it will try to find the appropriate M(i>stream to merge, the merge

operation is the same as what has been described in Section C. Suppose the original

stream is M(k) and the Pause time is TPbuSc. The algorithm is as follows;

Ifmy- stream interval ^ Tpause

<(m+ JJx stream interval,

then merge toM(k+ m)stream

Where m should normally be positive as the CS (14) rejoins the later multicast streams for

it to maintain the same position in the video. When the play-point is paused near the end

ofthe stream and the pause time is large, there may be a wrap around of the streams and

rn can take on negative values.

10 SlowMotiOii

Slow Motion is to play a Stream at a slower speed, e.g. 0.5X During the slow

motion, data consumption rate is smaller than the arrival rate. Thus data will be

accumulated in the buffer. Similar to pause, if playback is resumed before the CS buffer is

full, the CS (14) can continue to receive data from that M(i)-stream. If slow motion

15 continues until the buffer is full, the CS (14) must leave the current M(i)-stream. CS (14)

will continue to play slow motion up to the end of the buffer. Then CS (14) teeds to join

the next stream in order to get the required frame for continuing the slow motion. It is

also necessary for the CS (14) to join the next stream So it.can resume normal play at any

time.

20 The CS (14) buffer state shown in Figure 6 helps to explain how slow motion

works, which refer to a specific example of slow motion operation. The time mark is

relative to the CS (14). In Figure 4, slow motion at 0.5X begins at CS 30sec Afterwards,

frames of 5 seconds are played in every 10 seconds of CS time. However, the incoming

15 Spotificdtiori
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frame rate is unchanged. Thus, frames of 5 seconds ate accumulated in every 10 seconds

of CS time. The buffer will be full at 80sec and the CS (14) must leave the current M(k>

stream, Thett the CS (14) joins the next M(k+l)-stream to get the missing frames after

80sec. Since every stream is separated by the same stream interval 30sec, the frames after

80sec from M(k+l)-stfeam will be available at CS 110**. The frames received before CS

llOseo duplicate with those in the buffer and will be discarded. At CS 120 Sec, the CS

(14) resumes normal play. The play-point position will change to the new M(k+l)-streaiil

because the old frames have already beell played out and the CS (14) resumes normal

play with the incoming frames! from the new M(k+1>stream.

Vxtinus SpeedFast Forward/'Fast Rewind(FF/REW)

Fast Forward FF or Fast Rewind REW is to play frames faster than the normal

speed. In operation, the CS (14) first tries to use the frames in its own buffet to Serve FF

by skipping Some ofthe frames. Ifthe FF action exceeds the range ofthe frames in buffer,

1 5 video provided by the I-stream, which is pre-recorded at different speeds for both forward

and reverse direction FF/REW, is utilized. This scheme not only uses bandwidth more

efficiently, but also provides various speeds for FF/REW actions (e.g. IX for rewind, 2X,

4X, etc) which are offered in advanced VCR.

The I-streams containing the prerecorded media are generated and provided by the

20 DIS (1 8) to the CS (14), For example, when a user requests a 4X FF, the DlS sends the

pre-record 4X forward I-stream containing video starting at the required tiine to the CS

(14). CS (14) may then play out the frames without wasting any bandwidth. When the

CS ends the interactive function and resumes the normal play, all of the CS buffer is

cleared as they ate no longer valid. Then, a J-stream is sent by the DIS (18) to transmit

25 data at a faster rate to the CS (14) to fill up the buffer for the merging operation as

lP\TOMA\..\0020i528.ddC
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mentioned in previous section.

In order to know which packet the J-stream should carry iti order to match the

play-time, the required packet sequence nlffiibet p should be Set equal to (playtime x

transmission fate ofM(i)-Stream)/x, where x is the packet size in hit.

5 Figure 7 shows how to determine the suitable M(i)-stream after FF. It can be

realized that the actual play-time for, say, a 20-seconds 4X FF is 80 seconds. Tfp is the

time for FF action and TP1» is the same as defined previously. The play-time has gone for

(Pmc - Pff), where Pff is the play-time to begin FF and Ptac is the play-time to resume the

normal multicast M(i)-stream. (Iff + Tpui ) is the total time for the split and merge

10 operation. Thus, the stream has been played for a time (Tff + Tpw ). In Figure 8, which

shows the difference between play-point for FF operation and normal play back

operation, it is shown that [ (PMC -PW)-(T* +TW )] is the playtime of the new multicast

stream ahead of the play-time of the original multicast stream. Suppose the CS is

originally in the M(k)-stream, The algorithm for FF operation is as follows:

Ifnix stream interval < (PMC -PPP J- CT^ + TM )

< (m+ 1 )x stream Interval
15

then merge toM(k-m)stream

where m should be positive as it tieeds to go to the previous stream in order to get to the

later part of the viewing.

For REW, the operation is similar to FF. It will bring the play-time backwards.

The Dig will send a pfe-record 1X/2X/4X reverse I-Stream to CS and J-stream is also

20 used to fill-up the buffer for merging. However, referring to Fig. 9, how [Tff + Tfiu +

(Prew - Pmc)] is the play-time behind the- current position. Prsw ^e to

The algorithm forREW operation is as follows:

IP\TtJMA\..\0020i526^oc
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Zf/nx stream interval ^Tff + Tm + (Pre* ~ ?mc)

< (m+ 1Jx stream interval

then merge to M(k± m)stream

where * should be positive in order to go to later stream for the earlier part of the

viewing!

Juriiti Fotvrtnl/JumDBackwardfJF/JB)

Jump Forward is to go to a specific play time immediately. It is an advanced

feature in VCD and DVD players which allows user to search frames by directly going to

that play-time.

When a User issues a IF request in the media delivery system (10) of this

invention, it will first determine whether the target time frame is in the CS buffer. If yes,

the user can be served by just moving the nlay^point position in the buffer to the required

frames. If no, a J-stream beginning at the required time will be sent immediately from the

DBS. The dS clears (CS) its own buffer and plays frames from J-streara. It accepts the X-

stream until the buffer is full, then leaves the J-stream and merges back to a M(i>stream.

Figure 10 shows a particular example where a user jump forward from the 70Sec

time mark to the 130sec time mark. Pjp is the time when JF starts. Just like the other

interactive functions, the CS needs to find the suitable M(i>stream for merging back, The

algorithm is similar to FF:

Ifmx stream interval < (PMC )-Tm
< (m+ 1)x stream interval

then merge toM(k-m)stream

where m should be positive as it requests the later part of the viewing by jumping back

to the previous stream.

ffYTOMAN ,. V00201528.doc
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The JB operation is Similar to JF, except that JB willjump to a play-tiine at the

earlier part ofthe viewing.

Ifmx stream interval£TFnj ± (Pm ~ PMC )

< (m-v 1Jx stream interval

then merge toM(k+ m)stream

Where m should be positive as it requests the earlier part of the viewing by

5 jumping to the later stream.

It has long been a difficult problem to provide fully interactive functions in a

multicast VOD system. The media delivery system (10) of this invention may allow the

user to perform fully interactive functions including pause, slow motion, fast

10 forward/rewind, jump forward, and jump rewind which require a relatively low system

resources to function. This may be achieved by limiting the number of unicast media

streams during the operation of the interactive functions. Therefore, the overall costs of

ownership of such VOD systems providing interactive functions may be reduced.

15 While the preferred embodiment of the present invention has been described in

detail by tine examples, it is apparent that modifications and adaptations of me present

invention will occur to those skilled in the art. It is to be expressly understood, however,

that such modifications and adaptations are within the scope of the present invention, as

set forth in the following claims. Furthermore, the embodiments of the present invention

20 shall not be interpreted to be restricted by the examples or figures only.
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CLAIMS:

1 . A method for delivering media to a plurality of media client having a buffer for

caching media of a selected media stream within one stfeam interval and

5 processing capabiHty for playing the media in a multicast media stream through a

network, including the steps of:

generating plurality of multicast media streams, wherein each multicast

media stream is repeated at regular Stream intervals;

joining the media client to a selected multicast media Stream in response to

j 0 a selection request from the media client;

caching the buffer ofthe media client continuously with unplayed media in

the selected multicast media stream; and

caching the selected multicast media streams in at least one interactive

server,

15 such that

interactive requests including any otte or more of pause, slow motion, fast

forward, rewind, jump forward, and jump backward, and/or errors in

playing the media in the media client are handled by the interactive server;

the media client is split from the selected multimedia media stream when

20 an interactive request is submitted by the media client lasting for an

interactive time;

the media client is merged to the selected multicast media stream after the

interactive request is performed by comparing multiples of the stream

intervals with the interactive time.

25
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2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the media client is merged to the selected

multicast media stream in tesponse to the pause interactive request lasting for a

pause time according to the following algorithm:

Iftnx stream interval <

< (m+ JJx stream interval,

then merge to M(k+ m)stream

5 where M(k) is the selected multicast media stream, Trauso is the pause time, and m

is a positive integer.

3 The method of Claim 1 , wherein media client plays the media at a slower speed in

response to the slow motion interactive request, and joins the selected multicast

1 o media stream after all ofthe media in the buffer is played.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein at least one unicast media Stream is generated

from the interactive server and delivered to the media client in response to a fast

forward, rewind, jump forward, or jump backward interactive request from the

1 5 media client.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein an interactive unicast media sttaam is generated

from the cached and selected multicast media stream in the interactive server to

the client containing media at a requested speed in forward or reverse direction in

20 response to a corresponding fast forward or rewind interactive request from the

media client, and containing media starting at the time when the interactive

squest is generated from the media client.
rec
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7.

8.

Hie method of Claim 5 further including the step of getting a merging ^icast

media stream from the cached and selected multicast media stream in the

interactive server to the client containing media starting at the time when ihe

interactive request is terminated, therein the merging unioast media stream

transmits media at a rate higher than the selected multicast media stream, such that

the media client merges to me selected multicast media stream after the interactive

request is performed.

The memod of Claim 6, wherein the interactive request is a fast forward

interactive request, and the media client is merged to the subsequent Selected

multicast media stream according to the following algorithm:

Ifmx stream interval <, (PMC - )- + TJar )

< (m+ 1)x stream interval

then merge toM(k-m)stream

where M(k) stream is the selected multicast media stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, Pfp is the playtime to begin

fast forward operation, Pmc is the play-time to resume the normal multicast media

stream, Tff is the time for the fast forward operation, TB11 is the time required to

fill the buffer by the merging unicast media stream, andm is a positive integer.

The method of Claim 6, wherein the interactive request is a rewind interactive

request, and the media client is merged to the subsequent selected multicast media

stream according to the following algorithm:

22 sp&cifleotfoii
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Zfmx s*reai» interval^Tf/> + Tm + (Prew~ Pfrc)

< (m+ 1)* stream interval

then merge toM(k+ m) stream

where M(k) stream is the selected multicast media Stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, F*few is the play-time to begin

rewind operation, Pmc is the playtime to resume the normal multicast media

stream, Tff is the time for the rewind operation, T«n is the time required to fill the

buffer by the merging unioast media stream, andm is a positive integer.

9. the method of Claim 6 further including the step of terminating the interactive

unicast media stream at the time when the interactive request is terminated.

10. The method of Claim 4, wherein a merging unicast media stream containing

media starting at a requestedjumping time is generated from the interactive server

and delivered to the media client in response to ajump forward ofjump backward

interactive request such that the media client merges to the selected multicast

1 5 media stream after the interactive request is performed.

11.

20

The method of Claim 10, wherein the interactive request is a jump forward

interactive request, and the media client is merged to the selected multicast media

stream according to the following algorithm:

If/Z7x stream interval £ (PMC -Pjf )~ tfoi

<(m+ l)x stream interval

then merge toM(k -m)stream

23 Specification
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where M(k) stream is the selected multicast media Stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, P* is the play-time to begin

jump forwatd operation, Pmc is the playtime to resume the normal multicast

media Stream, is the time for the jump forward operation, Tftu is the time

5 required to fill the buffer by the merging unicast media stream, andm is a positive

integer.

12. The method of Claim 10, wherein the interactive request is a jump forward

interactive request, and the media client is merged to the selected multicast media

1 o stream according to the following algorithm:

Ifwx stream interval <> Tm + (Pm - Pmc)

<(m+ JJx stream interval

then merge toM(k+ m)stream

where M(k) Stream is the Selected multicast media Stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, Pjb is the play-time to begin

jump backward operation, PMc is the play-time to resume the normal multicast

15 media stream, Tff is the time for the jump backward operation, Tm is the time

required to fill the buffer by the merging unicast media stream, andm is a positive

integer.

13. A system for delivering media selection to a plurality of media clients having a

20 buffer for caching media of a selected media stream within one stream interval

and processing capability for playing the media in a multicast media sti-eam

through a network, including

lP\TOMA\..\00^0i52S,dtoo
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15

at least one media setvef fitt generating a plurality of multicast media

streams, wherein each multicast media stte&m is repeated at regular Stream

intervals, and the media client is joined to a $elected multicast media

stream in response to a selection tequest from the media client

at least one interactive Server fof caching the selected multicast media

stream

such that

interactive requests including any one or more of pause, slow motion, fast

forward, rewind, jump forward, and jump backward, and/or errors in

playing the media in the media client are handled by the interactive server;

the media client is split from the selected multimedia media Stream when

an interactive request is submitted by the media client lasting for an

interactive time;

the media client is merged to the Selected multicast media stream after the

interactive request is performed by comparing multiples of the stream

intervals with the interactive time.

14. The method of Claim 13, wherein the media client is merged to the selected

multicast media stream in response td the pause mtetactive, request lasting for a

20 pause time acoording to the following algorithm:

Ifmx Stream interval <

< (m+ J)x stream interval,

then merge toM(k+ m)stream

where M(k) is the selected multicast media stream, T**. is the pause tiiiib, atid m

is a positive iiiteger,
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15, The method of Claim 13, wherein media diem pl^ the media at « slower speed

in response to the slow motion interactive request, and joins the selected multicast

media stream after all ofthe media in the buffer is played.

10

15

20

16.

17,

The method of Claim 13, wherein at least one unicast media stream is generated

ftom the interactive Server and delivered to the media client in response to a fast

forward, rewind, jump forward, of jump backward interactive request from the

media client.

The method of Claim 1 6, wherein afl interactive unicast media stream is generated

from the cached and selected multicast media stream in the interactive server to

the client containing media at a requested speed in forward or reverse direction in

response to a corresponding fast forward or rewind interactive request from the

media client, and containing media starting at the time when the interactive

request is generated from the media client.

18. The method of Claim 17, wherein a merging unioast media stream is generated

from the cached and selected multicast media stream in the interactive Server to

the client containing media starting at the time when the interactive request is

terminated, wherein the merging unicast media stream transmits media at a rate

higher than the selected multicast media stream, such that the media client merges

to the selected multicast media*earn after the interactive request is performed.

flATOMA\ \Wa0152fcdoc
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19.

20.

Tie method of Claim 18, wherein the interactive request is a fiat forward

interactive recast, and the media elieht is merged to the subsequent selected

multicast media stream according to the following algorithm;

ffmx stream interval <> (PUc -PFF )~ (tfp + TmJ
< (m+ 1)* stream interval

then merge toM(k-m)stream

where M(k) stream is the selected multicast media stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media elieht, is the play-time to begin

fast forward operation, PMc H the play-time to resume the normal multicast media

stream, T*f is the time for the fast forward operation, TP ,ii is the time required to

fill the buffer by the merging unicaSt media stream, and m is a positive integer.

The method of Claim 18, wherein the interactive request is a rewind interactive

request, and the media client is merged to the subsequent selected multicast media

stream according to the following algorithm:

Ifmx stream interval^TFJ!
+ Tm + (Prew ~ pmc)

<(tn+l)x stream interval

then merge toM(k+ m)stream

where MOO stream is the selected multicast media stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, P^w is the play-time to begin

rewind operation, PMc is the play-time to resume the ndtmal multicast media

stream, T* is the time for the rewind operation, tm is the time requited to fill the

buffer by the merging unic&st media stream, and m is a positive integer.

20
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21.

24,

The method of Claim 18 further including tlie step of terminating the interactive

unicast media steam at the time when the interactive request is terminated.

22. The method of Claim 16, wherein a merging unicast media stream containing

media Starting at a requested jumping time is generated from the interactive server

and delivered to the media client in response to a jump forward ofjump backward

interactive request such that the media client merges to the selected multicast

media stream after the interactive request is performed.

23. The method of Claim 22, wherein the interactive request is a jump forward

interactive request, and the media client is merged to the selected multicast media

stream according to the following algorithm:

Ifmy- stream interval ^ (PMC -PfP )- Tm
< (m+ 1Jx. stream interval

thenmerge toM(k-m)stream

where M(k) Stream is the selected multicast media stream before the fast forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, P* is the play-time to begin

jump forward operation, PMcJ is the play-time to resume the normal multicast

media stream, Tj* is the time for the jump forward operation, T«u is the time

required to fill the buffer by the merging unicast media stream, and m is a positive

integer.

The method of Claim 22, wherein the interactive request is a jump forward

interactive request, and the media client is merged to the selected multicast media

stream according to the following algorithm:
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Ifmy, stream interval^Tm -v(Pm - PMc)

< (m+ 1)x stream interval

then merge toM(k+m)stream

where M(k) stream is the selected multicast media stream before the fest forward

interactive request is submitted by the media client, P* is the playtime to begin

jump backward operation, PMc is the play-time to resume the normal multicast

media stream, T» is the time for the jump backward operation, TFiU is the time

required to fill the buffer by the merging unicast media Stream, and m is a positive

integer.
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Abstract

In a largescale video-on-demand (VOD) system, the scalability dud the provision of

truly interactive functions are two difficult problem* which have not been resolved

satisfactorily. It is easy to provide My interactive functions using urricast streams but

5 these systems are limited in their scalability which affect the cost of service provisioning.

Batching systems based on multicast streaming, on the other hand, can increase the

scalability but it is difficult to provide interactive functions on these systems. This

invention provides a media delivery system having a novel architecture aiming at serving

millions of users in a metropolitan area. It features hybrid multicast-unioast streaming to

10 achieve both Scalability and full interactivity through the provision of distributed

interactive servers, which cached the multicast media streams generated by the media

servers. The interactive servers may also provide fault tolerant routing and error recovery.
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